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Duwe, Donnay, and Tewksbury (2008) make a significant contribution to the debate on the effectiveness of residency restriction laws for sex offenders. Their work employs geographic analysis methods to determine whether residential proximity is a factor in sex offense recidivism. In their approach, they identified sex offender recidivists in Minnesota and determined the location of the offender’s residence at the time of the new offense, the type of location and the address of the location of the new offense, and the type of location and the address of the location where the offender first established contact with the victim.

In their conclusions, the authors claim that “none of the 224 incidents of sex offender recidivism fit the criteria of a known offender making contact with a child victim at a location within any of the distances typically covered by residential restriction laws” (p. 498). The evidence for this lies in the following specific findings: 1) In the majority of cases ($n = 145$) the offender contacted the victim either through a biological relationship or collateral contact (girlfriend, coworker, friend, etc.); and 2) in the remaining 79 direct contact cases, only 28 cases established contact within a mile, and none of these 28 cases was facilitated by close proximity to a school, daycare center, or park.

While I am in general agreement with the authors’ findings, I would like to highlight a number of methodological issues which may benefit future research efforts on this topic. My primary concern lies in the methodology employed to geocode the address locations and to determine distances. Address locations were geocoded by entering a pair of addresses in Google Earth, and subsequently the Ruler feature was used to measure the Euclidean distance. In my opinion this does not provide sufficiently reliable results. First, Google Earth (like other online mapping tools and GIS software) employs a technique known as “street geocoding.” The errors in street geocoding can be very substantial and have been well documented in recent years (Bonner et al., 2003; Cayo & Talbot, 2003; Dearwent, Jacobs, & Halbert, 2001; Karimi & Durcik, 2004; Schootman et al., 2007; Strickland, Siffel, Gardner, Berzen, & Correa, 2007; Ward et al., 2005; Whitsel et al., 2006; Zandbergen, 2007; Zhan, Brender, De Lima, Suarez, & Langlois, 2006; Zimmerman, Fang, Mazumdar, & Rushton, 2007). Results in urban areas are
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generally more accurate than in rural areas (Bonner et al., 2003; Cayo & Talbot, 2003; Ward et al., 2005). The occurrence of major positional errors is relatively common. For example, in one of the more thorough studies by Cayo and Talbot (2003), 10% of a sample of urban addresses geocoded with errors larger than 96 meters, and 5% geocoded with errors larger than 152 meters. For rural addresses these distances were 1.5 and 2.9 kilometers, respectively. The occurrence of such large positional errors makes it difficult to justify geographic analyses at very short distances in the order of 1,000 feet. Second, Google Earth does not provide any measure of reliability of the geocoded results, and it is typically unknown whether the address was matched against the correct street segment or by using some other less precise method (like street segment centroid or postal code centroid). No geocoding match rates are reported; implicitly this suggests it was 100% for all 197 cases where addresses were available, which is unheard of in any study that employs street geocoding. Third, the use of the Ruler feature produces unreliable results since the accuracy depends on the display scale, monitor resolution, and the analyst’s skill. The projection employed by Google Earth (Simple Cylindrical or Plate Carree) is also not optimal for distance measurements. The errors resulting from the use of the Ruler tool are on top of the errors in both locations used to measure the distance. The final distance measurements are therefore not very reliable or repeatable.

Of the 79 direct contact cases, 31 were not investigated since they were determined as having established contact more than one mile from their victim. Given the limited accuracy of the geographical analysis, this presents a substantial loss of information. As a result, the data presented do not in fact support the claim that “none of the 224 incidents . . . fit the criteria of a known offender making contact with a child victim at a location within any of the distances typically covered by residential restriction laws” (p. 498).

A more reliable alternative would have been the use of address point or parcel geocoding. Interestingly, two recent studies that have characterized the effect of sex offender residency restrictions on housing availability have relied primarily on parcel geocoding. Zandbergen and Hart (2006) relied exclusively on parcel geocoding, and Grubesic, Mack, and Murray (2007) relied mostly on parcel geocoding, supplemented with street geocoding where parcels did not produce a match. Even more specifically, a study by Zandbergen and Hart (in press) has documented substantial misclassifications of sex offenders relative to residency restrictions when using street geocoding, and parcel geocoding appears the only reliable alternative given the relatively small distances in the order of 1,000 feet commonly employed.

Another concern I have with the research design is that the locations of schools, daycare centers, parks, and other locations were not geocoded or used in the analysis in any way. It is therefore unknown whether or not a recidivist lived in close proximity to one or more locations where children congregate. Residential proximity to these locations may have affected a sex offender’s behavior, and this potential effect is not captured in the analysis. The authors recognize this as a limitation, but it is worth repeating since future research efforts in this area would do well to address this. A different research design, for example, could attempt to address whether sex offender recidivism is dependent upon proximity to locations where children congregate, independent of where the contact was established or where the offense took place. The title of the article and the sweeping conclusion at the bottom of page 498, quoted above, are therefore somewhat misleading, since not all dimensions of residential proximity have been addressed.
Despite these methodological shortcomings, I do not think a more rigorous quantitative characterization of distances would have altered any of the paper’s principal conclusions in a significant way. While the use of low accuracy geographic analyses techniques casts some doubts on the exact counts within certain distance categories, the strongest evidence in this case relies on the nature of the victim–offender relationships and types of locations where contact was established, not the actual distance values between residence and contact. However, future efforts to analyze geographic relationships of sex offenses will benefit from more accurate analysis procedures.
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